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Abstract 

We study the total sum of Grothendieck residues of a Laurent polynomial relative to a family 
_fi, . . , .fn of sparse Laurent polynomials in n variables with a finite set of common zeroes in the 
torus T = (C*)‘. Under appropriate assumptions we may embed 7’ in a toric variety X in such 
a way that the total residue may be computed by a global object in X, the toric residue. This 
yields a description of some of its properties and new symbolic algorithms for its computation. 
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1. Introduction 

Let J;,..., fn be Laurent polynomials in n variables with a finite set Y of common 
zeroes in the torus T = (C*)n. Given another Laurent poI~omia1 q, the global residue 

of the differential form 

i.e., the sum of the local Grothendieck residues of #a at each of the points in V, 

with respect to .f,, . . . , .f,, is a rational function of the coefficients of the f’s which 

has interesting applications in a number of different contexts such as: integral rep- 

resentations formulae in complex analysis; explicit division formulae and effective 

bounds for problems in commutative algebra (see [S] which contains an extensive 

bibliography); duality methods in the study of algebraic questions such as the ideal 
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membership problem, complexity bounds, etc. [4, 14, 15, 17, 301. We are interested 
in the properties of the global residue and in finding symbolic algorithms for its 
computation. 

In a previous joint paper with Sturmfels [8], we considered the case of Taylor 
polynomials fr , . . . , fn and showed that it was possible to use Grobner bases methods 

to compute global residues when the leading terms of the fj’s, relative to a positive 
weight, intersect only at the origin. This assumption means that the closures of the 
zeroes of the fj’s in a weighted projective compa~tification of C” have no common 
intersection with the divisor at infinity. 

In this paper, we generalize the above situation to consider Laurent polynomials 
fi,. . . , fn for which there exists a toroidal compactification X of T such that the 
closures of the zeroes of the fi's have no common intersection outside of T (see As- 
sumption 3 in Section 4). It is known, by the ~ndamen~l work of ~ovanskii [24], 
that this assumption holds generically for Laurent polynomials with fixed Newton poly- 
hedra. We then show, in Theorem 4, that the global residue of & equals the toric 
residue of the rational n-form Q4 which extends +4 to X. The toric residue [ 111 is 
a global object defined as the trace over X of a suitable tech cohomology class 
]Qq] f EI”(X, a;) which coincides, when X is simplicial, with the integral over X 
of the Dolbeault representative of [Gq]. Its main properties are studied in [ 11, 71 and 
summarized in Theorem 1.5. This global view allows us to show and bound the poly- 
nomial dependence of the global residue on coefficients corresponding to points in the 
interior of the Newton polyhedron. This follows from a differentiation formula for toric 
residues, together with the toric version of the Euler-Jacobi vanishing conditions [25], 
which we recover with our methods. 

In Section 4 we restrict ourselves to the case when the polynomials fj are supported 
in an integral multiple /kjP of a fixed polytope P (see Assumption 3). This is a vari- 
ation on the “unmixed” case where one considers polynomials with the same Newton 
polyhedron. Now the divisors defined by the closure in the toric variety associated to 
P of the zeroes of the fj’s are all multiples of a single ample divisor. This has very 
important algebraic consequences which allow us to give a simple algorithm for the 
evaluation of global residues by means of Grobner bases computations. We propose 
also a new method to compute traces of Laurent polynomials over K These results 
extend to the case of certain rational functions q on T, regular at the points of V. We 
should point out that Assumption 4 is essentiahy disjoint from the notion of “reduced 
system” considered by Zhang [35], and a similar assumption in the work of Gel’fond 
and Khovanskii [20]. 

Finally, in Section 5, we consider the case of Taylor polynomials satisfying an 
appropriate version of Assumption 3. We obtain a generalization of the (Griibner 
basis) normal form algo~thm of [8], as well as results concerning the quotient ring 

C[~,,...,Z,llifl,,~.,f~). 
This global approach is pursued further in a forthcoming joint paper with Bemd 

Sturmfels, where we express the denominator of the global and toric residues in terms 
of sparse resultants. 
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2. Preliminaries on toric varieties and residues 

We begin with some background on toric geometry mostly to establish notation and 

terminology. We refer the reader to [ 10, 12, 18, 281 for details and proofs. 

A complete toric variety X of dimension IZ is determined by a complete fan C in 

an n-dimensional real vector space NR. There is a distinguished lattice of maximal 

rank N c NR and we let M denote the dual lattice. The N-generators of the one- 

dimensional cones in C will be denoted ~1,. . . , Q. We will denote by S the polynomial 

ring S = C[xi , . . . ,x,1. It is convenient to think of the variable xi as being associated to 

the generator vi and hence to a torus-invariant irreducible divisor Di of X. The Chow 

group of invariant Weil divisors in X will be denoted by &l(X). It is an abelian 

group of rank r : = s - n. 

Given a E Z’, we will let xa stand for the (Laurent) monomial n;=, XT. As in [lo], 

we define an &i(X)-valued grading of S by 

deg(x”) := ea;Di EL&-I(X). 
[ 1 i=l 

More explicitly, deg is deduced from the right morphism in the exact sequence 

0 -+ M -+ zs + A,_,(X) + 0, (1) 

where the left morphism sends an element m E A4 to the s-tuple (m, q) := ((m, VI), . . . , 

(m, Q)) . In particular, for any m EM, the monomial x@,~) := ni=, x/~“‘) has degree 0. 

We will denote by S, the graded piece of S of polynomials of degree ~1. 

Let Z(C) denote the algebraic subvariety of C” associated to the radical monomial 

ideal 

B(C) := 
( 

j-J xi, (T a cone of C . 

?ltFta ) 

The algebraic group G := Homz(A,_i(X), C* ) w (C*)” acts naturally on C” leav- 

ing Z(C) invariant. The toric variety X may be realized as the categorical quotient 

Cs - Z(C)/G. When X is simplicial, i.e., all the cones in C are generated by lin- 

early independent vectors, the G-orbits are closed and X is the geometric quotient 

C” - Z(C)/G. 

We recall (see [3]) the definition of the Euler form on X generalizing the classical 

construction in P”. Let ml , . . . , m, be a Z-basis of M. For any subset I = {pi,. . . , pn} 

of {l,...,s} define 

det(?l) := det((mi,?,,),,,,,,,), dxr=dx,, A...Adx,“, &;I= nxP. 
PV 

Note that the product det(ql)dxI is independent of the ordering of ~1,. . ,p,,. Let 

s2 = 0~ be defined by the formula 

Q= ~det(~,)%dx~, 
(Il=n 
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where the sum is over all n-element subsets I c { 1,. . . ,s}. This form is well-defined 
up to &I (depending on the choice of basis of M). 

Given homogeneous polynomials I$ E S,,, j = 0,. . . , n, we define their critical degree 

to be 

where flo = Cf=, degfxi) E&I(X) is the sum of the degrees of the variables, i.e., flo 
is the anticanonical class of X. Each H ES, determines a meromorphic n-form on X 

Q(H) = $$. 
0 . n 

Next, we recall the definition and basic properties of the toric residue 17, 111). Let 

Fo,..., F,, and H be homogeneous polynomials as above, and suppose, in addition, that 
Fo, . . . ? F, do not vanish simultaneously on X. The form OF(H) defines a Tech cohomol- 
ogy class [w,G(H)] E H”(G, !?I), where *ad is the covering (q := {x E X:/$(X) # 0); 

j=O,..., n} and 6; is the sheaf of Zariski n-forms on X. It is not hard to see that 
[w,=(H)] is alternating on the order of 6,. . . , F, and that if H is in the ideal {I%,. . . ,I$), 

then UF(H) is a tech coboundary. Thus, [OF(H)] depends only on the equivalence 
class of H modulo the ideal generated by Fo, . . . , F,. The toric residue 

ResF: S,/(FO,...,F;,), - C 

is given by tll formula ResF(H) =Trx([o~(H)]), where Trx denotes the trace map 
Trx : Hn(X, sl,) + C. When there is no danger of confusion, we will write Res(H) 
instead of ResF(H). 

The main properties of the toric residue are summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. Let X be a sirn~~i~~al, complete toric variety. Let I$ E S,, , j = 0,. . . , n, 

be homogeneous polynomials which do not vanish simultaneously on X and let p be 

the critical degree. 
(i) Suppose the set 20 := {x E X: Fj(x) = 0, j # 0) is finite. Then, for any H ES,, 

ResFiH> = c Resp ,,..., Fn},x 

XCZO 

where ReqF ,,..., E,),x denotes the local Grothendieck residue associated to F,, . . . , F,, at 
the point x. 

(ii) Suppose that ~0,. . . , CI, E Pit(X) are ample divisors, then the toric residue map 
de~nes an isomorphism 

ResF: S,,j(FO,. . . , FJ, + C 

(iii) Assuming again that ~(0,. .., CI, E Pit(X) are ample divisors, let CF be a cone of 
dimension n in the fan deJining X. Suppose that o is generated by ~1,. . . ,Q,, ordered 
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in such a way that det ((q, q)) > 0. There exists an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix of 
homogeneous polynomials A = (Aij) such that 

I$=Aojnxi + CAijxi. 
i>n i=l 

Let A, denote both the polynomial det(A) E S, and its class in the above quotient. 

Then, 

ResF(A,) = 1. 

(iv) Let X now be a non-necessarily simplicial complete toric variety, but assume 

that the divisors gj are all integral multiples of a fixed ample divisor a = [Es=, aiDi] E 

Pit(X), i.e., aj=kja, k,EN, j=O ,..., n. Let JF(CI) denote the toric Jacobian [l l] 

JF(U) = 
1 

det(ql ) 21 
det 

koFo ... k,F, 

awax,, 

aFolaxpn . . aFnIaxpn 

for any choice of linearly independent np,, . . . , qp, . Then, JF(a) E S, and 

Res&JF(a)) = n! vol(P,), 

where vol(P,) denotes the volume of the polytope 

Px I= {m E M 1 (WZ, vi) 2 -Ui}. 

Proof. The first three items are proved in [7]. When all kj = 1, part (iv) is con- 

tained in [l 1, Theorem 5.11. The extension to this slightly more general situation is 

straightforward. Let K := ny=, kj and set Kj = K/kj, j = 0,. . , n, p := (F,Ko, . . , F5). 

As all I$“’ have the same ample degree Ka, we know by Theorem 5.1 of [ 1 l] that 

Res&Ji;(a)) = deg(p) = n!vol(KP,) = n!KVol(P,). On the other hand, 

Jda)Q K JF(Kcl) Q 

F. F, =n”=,FF,Ko...F,K”. 

Therefore, 

ResdJdol)) = 

as asserted. 0 

n!K” vol(P,) = n!K vol(P,), 

Remark 2. (i) In [7, 3.121, it is conjectured that the isomorphism in (ii) of Theorem 1 

holds under the weaker assumption that Fo,. . . ,F, EL?(C). This conjecture is true, for 
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example, when X is a weighted projective space. Here F E&C) simply means that 

degfF) is positive, but it need not be Cartier (though a multiple will be Cartier and 
ample). 

(ii) Note that P, is defined up to translations, but its volume is well defined. 

We recall that a polytope P c R” is said to be integral whenever all of its vertices 
have integer coordinates. One can associate to an integral polytope P a fan Z(P) and, 
consequently, a toric variety X, (see [ 18, 283). We take as lattice N = 2” and the 
one-dimensional cones in Z(P) are spanned by the first integer vectors ~1,. . . , qs in 
the inner normals to the facets of P. The variety X, comes endowed with an ample 
divisor defined as follows: Let bi = - min,Ep(m,qi) and set 

Then, fi is ample and the variety X,D may be reconstructed from fi as Xp = Proj (S,p), 

s*/9 = c,“=, &fl. 
We denote by et,..., e, the standard basis of Z” and by 51,. . . , &, the dual basis. 

The monomials 
s 

tj 
:= &JJl) = II xr”;l <j<n, 

i=l 

(3) 

where ni=(qirr..-,nin), i=i ,..., , s define coordinates in the torus T C&T. Note that 
for any a E Z”, ta =.da,4). 

For any k E N there is a natural isomorphism (ok : C[kP n Zn] 4 &p defined by 

S 
rM I-+ 

rI 
Xlm+kbi, m E kp n Zn. 

i=l 

We say that an integral polytope P is prime at one of its uertices v if v belongs to 
precisely n facets of P. Thus, P is prime at some vertex if and only if X(P) has (at 
least) one simplicial cone of dimension n. We say P is prime if it is prime at all of 
its vertices, i.e., if Xp is a simplicial toric variety. 

Given a Laurent polynomial f = C aEta E C[tl, a;’ , . . .,&,t;l], we denote by d(f) 
its Newton polyhedron, i.e., the convex hull of (E f 2” : a, # O}. Given a polytope 
Q, we say that f is Q-supported if A(f) cl_ Q and A(f) intersects all the facets of Q. 

Given an integral polytope P and a Laurent polynomial f = ~mEd~lP~amtm, the 
P-homogenization of f is the polynomial 

We note that, relative to the degree associated to the toric variety Xp, F is homogeneous 
of degree y = [xi”=, ciDi]. Moreover, the closure in Xp of the divisor of zeroes of f 
in the torus is equal to the zero set of F. 
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Remark 3. (i) In the particular case when f is kP-supported, for some k E N, then 

ci = kbi and 

WI ,...,x,)= 1 a, ijxjm,n,)+hj = g%(f) E Sk/j. 

ma(f) i=l 

Thus, F has ample degree equal to k/I 

(ii) Note that the P-homogenization of a Laurent polynomial depends only on the 

primitive vectors rj 1, . . . , qs in the one-dimensional cones of the fan Z(P). Thus, we 

may similarly define the X-homogenization of a Laurent polynomial relative to any 

toric variety X. 

3. Global residues in the torus 

Let fi,..., fn 6 m,q’ , . . . , &,t;‘] be Laurent polynomials whose common set of 

zeroes Z in 7’ = (C*)’ is finite. Given a E Z”, denote by 4a the meromorphic form on 

the torus 
a 

dti dt, 
Al= hy+.Ar. 

We are interested in computing the global residue 

$(a) = c Res4&), 
tEZ 

where Rest(&) stands for the Grothendieck residue of & with respect to f,, . . . , fn. 

We refer to [ 1, 22, 341 for the classical theory of residues and to [26, 27, 3 1, 321 for 

an algebraic approach. 

Let A, denote the Newton polyhedron of fj. Then Khovanskii [24] has shown that 

for generic polynomials with the given Newton polyhedra Aj there exists an integral 

polytope P (in fact, P may be taken to be the Minkowski sum Al + . . + A,,) for 

which the following property holds. 

Assumption 1. Let 4 denote the P-homogenization of fj, then the set of common 

zeroes 

V={xEXp: Fj(x)=O; j=l,...,n} 

is contained in T (consequently, finite). 

(5) 

The next theorem shows that, under this assumption, the global residue R;(a) equals 

a toric residue in Xp. 

Theorem 4. Let f,, . . . , fn E C[t,, t;’ ,. . ., t,,, t,-‘1 be Laurent polynomials and P an 

n-dimensional integral polytope for which Assumption 3 holds. Let /I be the ample 
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divisor in Xp defined by (2). Then, given a E Z”, there exist monomials H(a), Fe(a) E S, 

and a non-negative integer ko(a) such that: 

(i) degFo(a) = ko(a)/? and degH(a) = ko(a)/?+C,“,, deg(Z$-/Ia = p(F(a)), where 

F(a) stands for the vector (Fe(a), Fl,. . . , F,,). 

(ii) R;(a) = Resp(,)(H(a)). 

Proof. Set, as above, bi = - minmEP(m,vli), and cji = - minmE4,(m,?i). Let mo be a 
rational interior point of P. Let ko(a) be the smallest non-negative integer such that 

ko(a)mo E Z” and 

eda) := (a,ri) - 1 + Ccjl + ko(a)((mo,qi) + bi) 2 0 
j=l 

(6) 

for all i = 1,. . . ,s. The existence of such ko(a) is guaranteed by the fact that (mo, vi) + 

bi > 0, for all i= l,..., s, since mo is in the interior of P = {x E R" : (x,q) + bi 2 

0, i=l,..., s}. Set 

H(a) = ,j@) ; Fe(a) := ~x~(.)(b+md, 
(7) 

i=l i=l 

Clearly, H(a) and Fe(a) satisfy (i). Consider then the meromorphic form in & 

@a := 
H(a) Q 

Fo(a)FI . . F,, ’ 

where Q is defined using the standard basis 51,. . . , (,, of M. Then, in terms of the 

coordinates ti defined in (3), the restriction of Qa to the torus is the form &. Indeed, 

it follows from (3) and (4) that for i = 1,. . . , n 

Therefore, we may rewrite 

This implies that da is the restriction of @a to T since, as shown in the proof of 

Proposition 9.5 of [3], the form Q/xl . . .x, restricts to (dti A . . A dt,)/(tl . . . t,). 
Now, since (mo, vi) +bi > 0 for all i = 1,. . ,s, the support of the divisor {Fe(a) = 0) 

coincides with that of the divisor at infinity D cXp. The fact that f,, . . . , fn satisfy 

Assumption 1 then means that Fe(a), F,, . . . , F,, have empty intersection in &. Note 

that (5) also implies that 

{tET: fl(t)= ... = fn(t) = 0) = {x EX, : Fl(x) = . . . = F,(x) = 0). 

Thus, for P prime, i.e., Xj. simplicial, (ii) in Theorem 4 is a consequence of (i) in 

Theorem 1. 
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In order to prove the general case, we let C’ be a simplicial refinement of Z(P), 

and denote by X’ the corresponding simplicial toric variety. There exists a birational 

morphism rt : X’ *X which is the identity on the torus. The fact that the closures in XP 

of the divisors in the torus defined by fi, , fn do not intersect at infinity, implies that 

their closures in X’ do not intersect at infinity either. The form @i = r~*(@~) extends 

$a rationally to X’ and may be written as 

@’ .= H’(a)@ 
a’ F;.F(...F;’ 

where F/ is the X’-homogenization of fj, j = 1,. . , n, and the divisor of zeroes of FA 

is supported in the divisor at infinity of X’. Therefore, it follows from (i) in Theorem 1 

that 

which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 

The following corollary is a toric version of the Euler-Jacobi vanishing theorem [25]. 

Corollary 5. Let fi, . . , fn be as in Theorem 4 and let a E (A, + . . . + A,)“, then 
$(a) = 0. 

Proof. The assumption on a is equivalent to (a, Q) + cy=, cji > 0 for all i = 1,. , s 

and consequently (6) is satisfied with ks(a) = 0. This means that Fe(a) = 1 and Qa is 

a global meromorphic form on Xp with poles on the union of n = dimXp divisors. 

When X is simplicial, the vanishing of the toric residue of Qi, is a consequence of an 

extension of a theorem of Griffiths (see [7, 9, 211). In the general case, we may argue 

as in the proof of Theorem 4 passing to a simplicial refinement rt : X’ + X. 0 

Theorem 4 and its Corollary 5 may be used to study the dependence of the global 

residue $(a) on the coefficients of fl,. . . , ,f,. 

Lemma 6. Let X be a smooth, complete toric variety, S = C[xl,. . . ,x,] its homoge- 
neous coordinate ring, 4 ES,, homogeneous polynomials. Let xe be a monomial of 

degree c(,, and set F,“” = F,, + Axe; 1 E C. Assume that for /,I1 < 2~, the polynomials 

Fo,...,F, (“) do not vanish simultaneously on X Let H be a polynomial of degree 

p=p(Fo ,..., F,,)=p(Fo ,..., F,$‘)) and let 

Then, for [Al < E, the derivative d”RJdl” exists and 

$ =(-l)f /!Res 
(F. .“;:I’&+i) ’ 
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Proof. Let q = {X EX : q(x) # 0}, G”’ = {x EX : F:“‘(x) # 0}, and 

Un(” = {x EX : F:“(x) # 0 for all I)& 5 E} 

It is easy to see that Un(” is open and therefore we have coverings @CA) = {Us,. . . , Un”‘} 

and @‘) = {Us, . , Un’“‘}. Let { aj : j = 0 , . . . , n}, be a partition of unity subordinated 

to the covering @‘). Since VA”’ c VA’-’ for Ii1 <a, {cJ~} is also subordinated to @(iI 

for 121 <E. 

We recall now that the toric residue of 

,(i.) = liQ 
F. . . . $’ 

E Q”( u, n . . n u’y n 

is defined as 

R(A) = Res(o(“)) = 
s ’ 

p 
x 

where n(“) E &‘“,“(X) is obtained from m(‘) via the Dolbeault isomorphism. We recall 

also that qci) may be constructed from o cn) by the following processes: multiplication 

by a gj; extension by zero to a larger open set; a-differentiation. Consequently: 

- I?(“) depends smoothly on ,J in the sense that its expression in the local coordinates 

associated to the open cones in the fan defining X has coefficients which depend 

smoothly on /1. 

- Since X is compact, 

d’R 
di,‘= 

- Since the operation of taking derivative with respect to 2 commutes with all the 

operations involved in the Dolbeault isomorphism, we have 

Let &E C[ti,t,’ )...) t,,t,-‘],j= 1 , . . . , n, be Laurent polynomials. Let m E d( 6) and 

set A’“‘(t) = J(t) + it”. Suppose now that: 

Assumption 2. There exists an n-dimensional integral polytope P and E>O such that 

the Laurent polynomials fi,. . . ,J(“, . . . , fn satisfy Assumption 1 for the toric variety 

Xp and ]A]<~E. 

By the results of Khovanskii [24], this assumption is satisfied, for example, for 

generic polynomials with fixed Newton polyhedra Al,. . . , A,, whose Minkowski sum, 

P = Al + + A,, is n-dimensional. 
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Given a E Z”, let RfT(2, a) denote the rational function of 1 defined as global residue 

in the torus of the form 

&J= ta 
fi . . f(l) . . . f 

!?,...,$. 
J n 

tl n 

The following theorem is proved by Zhang 1351 in the case when fi, . . . , fn form a YF 

duced system. This is a geometric condition on the Newton polyhedra d( fi ), . . . , A( fn) 

which is stronger than Khovanskii’s non-degeneracy assumption [24]. In fact, Zhang 

shows that, in the reduced case, the global toric residue is a Laurent polynomial on 

the coefficients of the 4. 

Theorem 7. Let fi,. . . , fn E C[tl, t;’ , . . . , t,,, trip’] be Laurent polynomials satisfying 
Assumption 3. Then, for [Al <E, 

~R;(i,n)=(-1)‘6!~~+,(i,a+bm), 
Ii) 

where 4:’ stands for the n-tuple (h(t), . . . , ( #i,(t))tr’, . . . , fn(t)). 

Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that j =n. Passing, if necessary, to a 

smooth refinement of the fan C(P) and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4, we may 

assume that there exists a smooth complete toric variety X such that: 

- Iffi,..., F,“.’ denote the X-homogenizations of f 1,. . . , fn(‘), then, for I,?( ~26, the set 

of common zeroes, Yci) = {x E X : fi (x)= . . . =F,(‘)(x) = 0}, is finite and contained 

in T. 
_ The meromorphic form &” extends to a rational form in X, @y’, which may be 

written as 

@(i.) = H(a)0 
a FrJ(a)fi . . .F,c,, ’ 

where H(a) and Fe(a) are monomials in S= C[xi,. .,x,1. 

Consequently, it follows from (i) in Theorem 1 that RF(n) = Res(&‘)). But then we 

can apply Lemma 6 to conclude that 

KR’(i,.)=(-l)‘d!Res 
d,?’ f 

where Qi = (m, vi) + G;, c,i = - min,a(h)(p, vi). 
But, using again (i) in Theorem 1 and the fact that the X-homogenization of 

( fn('))/+' is equal to (F,(“))‘+‘, we see that this last toric residue may be computed as 

the global residue in T of the form 

ta tCm 

fi . . . (fn(n))F+l 
dt’r, . ..& 0 
t1 t, . 
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Theorem 8. Let AI,..., A,, be integral polytopes in Rn whose Minkowski sum, P, 

is n-dimensional. Let &(a; t) = CmEd, urn (j) tm be a generic Barrett polynomial with 

Newton polyhedron Aj and suppose m E AT, Then, given a E Z”, the global residue 

RfT(u; a) depends polynomially on &’ and its degree is bounded by the smallest non- 

negative integer 6 such that 

(a, qi) + bi + (6 + l)((m, qi) + cji)>O for all i= 1 . . . . S, 

where vi,..., qS are the primitive uectors in the one-dimensional cones in X(P), bi = 

- mi+&, vi), and cji = - min,Ed, (p, vi). 

Proof. Since $‘(~;a) is a rational function of the coefficients U, it suffices to show 

that the derivative 

as+1 

RT(u, a) = 0. 
a(& f 

But, according to Theorem 7, 

On the other hand, the Minkowski sum of the Newton polyhedra of fz is Pf(6+ 1 )di 

and, since our choice of 6 guarantees that a + (6 + 1 )m E (P + (6 + 1 )dj)‘, the assertion 

of the theorem follows from Corollary 5. D 

4. Computation of global residues and applications 

In this section we will apply the results of Section 3 to describe methods for the 

computation of global residues in the torus. Although, in p~nciple, these methods apply 

generically they are particularly useful when the given Laurent polynomials satisfy 

Assumption 3 below. 

The realization of the global residue as a toric residue has computational applica- 

tions in the case when the degrees aj correspond to ample divisors since, by (ii) in 

Theorem 1, the quotient ~~/{~~(~), . . . , Fn}n)p is one dimensional. ~nfo~ateiy, given 

Laurent polynomials fi , . . . , fn it is not always possible to find a complete toric variety 

X so that the closures in X of the divisor of zeroes {J(t) = 0) define ample divisors. 

This is, however, the case if A(J)=P, j= l,..., n, since then the Xp-homogenizations 

I?,..., F, will all have ample degree /I, where /I is defined by (2). 

Given Laurent polynomiaIs q,fi,. . . , fn, such that the set Y of common zeroes in T 

Offi,..., fn is finite, we can reduce the compu~tion of the global residue RF(q) to the 

“tmmixed” case by the following procedure. Let gj(t) be generic Laurent polynomials 

with Newton polyhedron 

Qj=A(fi)+...+dh(~)+...+A(S,), j=l,...,n, 
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and set g(t) = gl(t) . + . gn(t), hj(t) = A(t)gj(t). Then 

d(h,)=P=d(fi)+...+d(f,), j=l...,n. 

Generically, the polynomials ht , . . . , h, satisfy Assumption 3 relative to P and RF(q) = 

Rl(q. 9). 
In what follows, we will make the following assumption which is weaker than equal 

Newton polyhedron but still allows for efficient computations. 

Assumption 3. There exists an integral polytope P of dimension n and positive integers 

kj such that A is kjP+upported, j = 1,. . . ,n. 

If A/ = kjP for all j = 1,. . . , n, then Assumption 3 is satisfied (for Xp) for generic 

choices of the coefficients. In any case, if the above hypothesis holds, then Assump- 

tion 3 is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the facet resultants R”(f,, . . . , fn), relative 

to the polytopes klP, . . . , k,,P, for all i = 1,. . . , s (see [23]). Sparse resultants are the 

generalization of classical homogeneous resultants to generic over determined sparse 

polynomial systems. We refer the reader to [19, 29, 331 for the definition and main 

properties and to [ 161 for an algorithm to compute them. We note, also, that Assump- 

tion 4 is essentially disjoint from Zhang’s notion of a reduced system. 

Theorem 9. Let f~, . . . , fn be Laurent polynomials and P an n-dimensional integral 

polytope for which Assumptions 3 and 4 are satisjed. Given a E Z”, let H(a), Fe(a), 
and ko(a) be as in Theorem 4. Set K = kl + . . . + k,. Then: 

(i) Zf ko(u) = 0, i.e., a E (KP)“, then R;(u) = 0. 

(ii) There exists a constant c, E C such that H(u) E C,JF modulo the ideal (Fe(a), 

FI,..., F,), where JF is the toric Jacobian of F,)(a), Fl,. . . , F,. Consequently, 

R~~(u)=c, fikj 

i ) 

n! vol (P), ko = ka(u). 
j=O 

(iii) Suppose P is prime at a vertex v and let o(v) be the corresponding simpliciul 

cone in C(P). Let A,(,) E S, be us in (iii) of Theorem 1 Cfor an appropriate ordering of 

the variables corresponding to the facets meeting at v). Then H(u) = r,A,(,), modulo 

(Fe(u), . . . > F,), for some r, E C, and RF(u) = r,. 
(iv) Let m E A(h)n(kjP)“, then the global residue RF(u) depends polynomiully on 

the coefJicient &’ and its degree is bounded by the smallest non-negative integer 6 

such that 

(~,~~)+Kbi+(6+l)((m,~i)+kjbi)>OforalZi=l,...,s, 

where VI,..., qS are the primitive vectors in the one-dimensional cones in C(P), and 

bi = - min,&, ri). 

Proof. The proof of the first statement is analogous to that of Corollary 5. Assertions 

(ii) and (iii) follow from Theorem 1 since the P-homogenizations Fj have ample degree 
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kj/? and, given that we may assume b(a)>0 (otherwise, R:(a)=0 by (i)), Fe(a) has 
ample degree as well. 

In order to prove (iv) we observe that the verification of Assumption 3 involves 

only the terms in the facets of kjP and, consequently, given m E A( jj) f’ (kiP>“, 
f;‘“‘(t) = h(t) + At”, the Laurent polynomials ft,. . . , fn satisfy Assumption 3 if and 

only if f,,...,J;'"',..., fn satisfy it for all /, E C. Hence Assumption 3 holds and we 
may argue as in the proof of Theorem 8. 0 

Remark 10. Under the assumptions of (iii) in Theorem 9 we also have that J,@) z d, 

A a(v), mod& PO(~), . . . , I$), for some d, E C and vol(P) =d,/(n! nJTo kj). 

As observed in [7, (3.1 I)], it is possible to use (Griibner basis) normal forms to 
compute toric residues. This allows us to describe the following algorithm for the 
computation of the sum of Grothendieck residues on the torus associated to Laurent 
polynomials fi, . . . , fn satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4. For simplicity we will assume 
that the polytope P has an interior point mo E 2”; the passage to the general case is 
straightforward. 

Algorithm 1. 
Input: An integral polytope P = {x E R” : (x, Q) > -4, i = 1,. . . ,s} of dimension 

n, where VI,..., us are the primitive integer vectors in the inner normals to the facets 
of P; a point mo E P” fl Z”; Laurent polynomials f,, . . . , fn satisfying Assumptions 3 
and 4; a E Z”. 

U~tput: The global residue in the torus R;(u). 
Step 1: Find a non-negative integer ko(a) for which the inequalities (6) are satisfied 

for every i= l,..., s. Define Fo(u)ES as in (7). 
Step 2: Compute q(xt,...,x,)=(pk,(f;) for j=l,...,n. Choose any term order in 

CIXlr...r ~$1 and compute a Grobner basis of the ideal I(ko(u)) := {Fo(a),l$, . . . ,F,). 
Step 3: Compute J,v, or in case P has a simplicial vertex v, compute &a(v)). 
Step 4: Compute the normal form (normalf) of J.F and/or A(o(v)) modulo I(ko(a)). 

Let xd be the least (relative to the chosen term order) monomial of critical degree not 
in I(ko(a)). It is easy to show that, since dim(S,,/l(ko(a),)= 1, the normal forms of 
elements of S, are multiples of xd. Thus, 

no~alf(J~)=~(J~~~~, no~alf(~(~(v~) = c(v)@ 

for appropriate non-zero constants I, c(v) E C. 
Step 5: Define the monomial Ho(u) ES as in (7). Compute its normal form modulo 

I(ko(u)) and write it as normalf(~o(u))=c(u)xd, C(U)E C. 
SQ 6: R;(U) = c(u)/c(v) or R;(G} = c(u)/c(J~) f (flJso kj)n! VOI(P). 

Remark 11. Note that steps 2-4 depend only on the integer ko(u) and not on a. Hence, 
if we fix a non-negative integer ko, we can use these steps to compute simultaneously 
RF(u) for all a E 2” which satisfy (6) with the given k~. 
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Even though we start off with a zero-dimensional complete intersection fi, . . . , fn in 
the torus or, as will be the case in Section 5, in C”, we add r = s - la variables and 
the resulting homogenized polynomials (together with Fe(a)) are neither a complete 
intersection - they are so only away from Z(Z;) - nor have dimension 0 (except in the 
case s = n + 1). This need not, however, have dire consequences for the complexity of 
the proposed algorithms. 

Because the multide~ee associated to X, is defined by the exact sequence (1 ), if 
we increase s by 1, we also increase by 1 the linear relations satisfied by the expo- 
nents of monomials of a fixed degree, For example, with the same assumptions and 
notation as in (iii) of Theorem 9, let K = c& kj. Then p = p(F(a)) = rQ? - /JO. Multi- 
plication by nt=, xi injects S, --+S,p 2 C[rcP fl Zn]. Therefore, there are at most 
Card (KP n 2”) monomials of critical degree. On the other hand, it follows from [ 18, 
Section 5.31, that Card(jEW) is a polynomial of degree n in j with leading coeflicient 
vol (P). Thus, dim S, = O(P), a bound independent of Y. Indeed, working with multi- 
homogeneous polynomials in s variables is equivalent to working with polynomials in 
n variables and “controlled” Newton polytopes. This becomes quite apparent in the 
proof of Theorem 15. 

Thus, given that in all the aigo~thms proposed in this paper we are just interested 
in the computation of normal forms of polynomials of a given multidegree p, one 
should modify the standard algorithms for the construction of Griibner bases in order 
that the performance of the algorithms be essentially governed by the hypotheses of 
dimension 0 in n variables on the input polynomials. As observed in [13, Section 3; 21 
this may be achieved, in the case of P”, by removing, in the search for a Grijbner 
basis of the ideal I(k&a)), any polynomial of standard degree strictly greater than p. 

Theorem 9 suggests another possible way - a variant of Algorithm 1 based on (fast) 
linear algebra algorithms instead of Grobner bases computation - to compute the global 
residue. $(a) is characterized by the equation 

H(a) - $(a) 4@(v)) f %%(a)). 

One could then try to compute $(Lz) by detecting the Y coordinate of a solution of 
the following linear system: 

H(a) = Y~(~(v)) + &Fo(a) + kBjl$, 
j=l 

where Bj,j=;l,..., n are polynomials with indeterminate coefficients of degree p - kja. 

Because of the above bound on the number of monomials of degree p, this is a system 
with O((n + 1)~“) variables. A similar system could be defined in the more general 
case described by (ii) in Theorem 9. 

We note that, given f 1,. . . , fn, satisfying Assumption 1, the reasons why Algorithm I 
works are that: I(ko(a)),, has codimension 1 in S,, and we have a “normalizing” element 
- either Jp or d(o(v)) - whose residue is known. Both of these conditions are likely 
to be satisfied in much greater generality than the one discussed here. Indeed, as 
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noted in Remark 2, it is conjectured that the codimension-one statement holds if P 

is prime and ~(~~(~~) cB(C) (a condition easy to verify given that B(E) is a radical 
monomial ideal), and we know from [7] that these same conditions guarantee the 
existence of a polynomial d of critical degree and toric residue 1. Thus, in practice, if 

fi,..., F, E B(C), one may construct monomials H(a) and Fe(a), with the latter in the 
ideal B(C), such that the corresponding form @= restricts to #a, and verify - through 
normal form computations, for example - that the codime~sion-one condition holds. It 

is then possible to compute .$(u) using Algorithm 1. 
Another variant of Algorithm 1 permits the computation of the total sum of 

Grothendieck residues in the torus of rational functions of the form q/f& where q 
is any Laurent polynomial and fa is a ksP-supported Laurent polynomial for some 
kc E N, which does not vanish in the set V of common zeroes of fi,. . . , fn. By linear- 
ity, we may assume that q is a Laurent monomial. Given a E Z”, denote 

Then, R&(a) may be computed by a procedure similar to Algorithm 1, setting: 

Po(a)(x) := fi f@*+@@*%)) 
[ _xi 1 fi(x), 

where e is the smallest non-negative integer such that 

ci(U) := (Us pi’i) - 1 + ?Cbi + /((me, F‘Ii) f bi) L 0, K = 2 kj: 

j=O 

Fe(x) is the P-homogenization of PO, and Ho(a) = nyz, .$@). 

Computation of traces. Given a E Z”, we consider the rational form on the torus 

t”Jf t”JfT dt, dtn 
= m dtl A . . . A dtn = m tl A . . - A T, 

where Jf denotes the affine Jacobian Jf := det (afi/atj), and Jr := det(tjdfi/dtj) is the 
afine to& Jacobian. 

If fi,..., fn satisfy Assumption 1, then V = {t E T : f,(t) = . . . = fn(t) = 0) is 
a finite set. Consequently, the C-algebra ,4~ := C[tF’,. . . , t,“]/(fi,. , .,f,J is finite 
dimensional and for any Laurent polynomial q, the trace tr(q) of the map multiplication 
by q in Af is equal to the sum of the values of q at all points in V (counted with 
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multiplicity). It may also be computed as 

We will use the results of Section 3 to propose a new algorithm for the computation 

of traces under our assumptions. It suffices to compute the traces of monomials, i.e., 

the power sums of the elements in V, from which the multisymmetric functions of the 

elements in V may be deduced (see [8] and the references therein). 

As in the description of Algorithm 1, we will assume, to simplify the description, 

that there exists mo E P” n 2”. The passage to the case rng rational, non-integer, is 

straightforward. It’s clear, moreover, that after changing P HP - mo, fj H t-“mOfj, we 
may assume that mo = 0 E P”. This implies, in particular, that bi > 0 for all i = 1 . . . , s. 

Let FO := l-Is=, xp’. Then, deg(Fo) = /? and Fo, . . . , F, satisfy the assumptions of (iv) in 

Theorem 1. Let J,c = J&p) be the toric Jacobian defined by (1) and K := nT=,, kj = 

Theorem 12. Let a E Z” n koP, ko a non-negative integer. Then: 

(i) The form I, defined in (8) is the restriction to the torus of the rational form 
A, in Xp defined by: 

where, as in Section 3, Q is the Euler form dejned relative to the standard basis 

51,...,5n of M. 
(ii) Let J&ko) denote the toric Jacobian, in the variety Xp of F~“,fi,...,F,. 

Then, JF(ko) = (ko + ~)F$‘JF and, therefore, its toric residue relative to (F$‘+‘,FI,. . . , 

F,) is equal to (ko + l)Kn!vol(P). 

Proof. The second assertion follows immediately from the definition of the toric 

Jacobian and (iv) in Theorem 1. Since the restriction of ni=, _x!~‘~‘) to T is t“, statement 

(i) reduces to showing that the restriction to T of the form 

JFQ 

Fo...F, 
(9) 

is the form (dfi/fi) A ... A (dfn/fn). Let Ko=K, Kj=K/kj, j=l,..., n. Then the 

polynomials @ are all of degree K/I and we can define a map 

FK:X -+ P”. 

On T we may define coordinates (tl, . . . , t,) as in (3). Thus, the restriction of FK to 

T takes values in the affine open set UO = { [yo, . . . , yn] : yo # 0) and, for t E T, 
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On the other hand, since all F;, j = 0,. . . , n, have the same degree, it follows from the 

proof of Theorem 5.1 in [l I] that 

$sz 

F,Ko , . . Fn~n 

where J: is the toric Jacobian of (Fp,. . ., FnKn) and sZpn is the standard Euler form 

in 2’“. From the de~nition of the toric Jacobian we see that 

JF”G? 

FF . . . F,K” 

Thus, the restriction of (9) to T will be, up to a multiple, equal to the pullback 
(10) of the restriction of ~~~/~~. . . y, to UO. This restriction, in turn, is equal to 

by 

which proves the assertion. q 

From Theorem 12 we deduce the following algorithm for the computation of the 

trace tr (t”): 

Algorithm 2. 

Input: An integral polytope P = {x E R” : (x, vi) > -bi, i = I,. . . , s} of dimension 

n, where vi,..., Q are the primitive integer vectors in the inner normals to the facets 
of P and we assume, for simplicity, that all bi>O, i.e., 0 E P“; Laurent polynomials 
fi, . . . , fn satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4; a E Z”. 

Output: The trace tr(t’). 
Step 1: Find a non-negative integer ko such that ko > -(a, ~~)/b~ for every i= 1,. . . ,s. 

Step 2: Compute 4(X,,. . . ,x3) = qk,( fj) for j = 1,. . . ,n. Set Fo := flT=, xf . Choose 

any term order in C[XI,. . . , x,] and compute a Griibner basis of the ideal Z(k0) := 

(F$+*,fi, . . ..F.). 

Step 3: Compute the toric Jacobian JF := J@) of Fo, . . . , F,. 

Step 4: Compute the normal form of (fli=, ~!a,“‘+~‘~‘) JF modulo I(ko). Let xd be 
the least (relative to the chosen term order) monomial of critical degree not in Z(k0). 

Then, 

normalf(J&ko)) = c(ko)xd; normalf (( $/‘Yq’)+“) JF) = C(a)78 

for approp~ate constants cfko), c(a) E C. 

Step 5: The complex number c(k0) is different from 0 and 

tr(ta)= c(a) 
c(ko)(ko + l)Kn!vol(P) 
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5. Global residues in C” 

The purpose of this section is to show how toric residues may be used to study 
global residues in C”. As it will be apparent, the results presented below are not the 
most general possible; however, they should suffice to illustrate the basic ideas without 
undue notational confusion. Assumption 4 is as in [20, Section 91. 

Let fl>...,.hECh,..., z,J be polynomials for which the set, 

.z~“l={ZECfl:j-,(z)= ... =f*(z)=O) 

of common zeroes in C” is finite. Given a E Z$,, denote by 11/11 the meromorphic form - 

We are interested in computing the afine global residue 

where, as before, Res,(&) stands for the Grothendieck residue of $I= with respect to 

.fl,...,f& 
Throughout this section we will fix an n-dimensional integral polytope P c R” GZ MR 

with the following property. 

Assumption 4. P is contained in the positive orthant; it contains the origin and has 
a vertex in each coordinate axis. 

Given such a polytope, we may order the inner normals, 91,. . . , qs, to its facets so that 
q,j = f?j, for j = 1,. . . , n. Then, the polytope P may be written as P = {x E R;, : {x, qn+c) 
+br>O, e=1,..., P = s - n}, with all bf > 0. The positive orthant in Nf;‘-S R” is an 
n-dimensional cone cro in the fan Z(P) and, thus, it defines an affine open set X,, cXp. 

Let U,, = {x E Cs : x,+~ = . . s =x, = l}, then it is clear from the definition of Z(.Z(P)) 
in Section 2 that U,, n 2(X(P)) = 0 and, moreover, G acts trivially on U,, . We will 
identify Cn 2 U,, =X,, c Xp and rename the inner normals et,. . . , e,, 41,. . . , q,.. Ac- 
cordingly, we rename the coordinates XI,. . .,x, as zt,. . . ,z,, it,. . . , i,.. Note that T C&J 

is contained in U,, and may be identified to (C* )” c C”. Moreover, zt , . . . , z, may be 
seen as the extension to C” of the toric coordinates tl, . . . , tn defined by (3). 

Given S(z) = CrnEdcfj a,,, z” E C[ZZ,, . . . ,z,J, we will denote by 

(11) 

Note that FP(z; i) differs from the Xp-homogenization of f by a factor ny=, zp’, where 
Vi = - min,e4(f) (p, ei). The divisor {Fp = 0) c Xp is the closure of the zero set 
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{f = 0) c C” 2 U,,. Clearly, th e restriction of FP to C” % U,, is f. Unless there is 

a possibility of con~sion we will drop the superscript P. 

Suppose now that P is as in Assumption 4 and that j’i, . . . , fn E C[zi, . . . , z,J satisfy 
the following condition. 

Assumption 5. There exist positive integers kl,. . . , k, such that d(fj) C kjP and 

-liEA 
min (P, qf) = kjb/, for ail 8 = 1,. . . , r. 

Since this condition means that d(fj) intersects the facets associated to ~1,. . .,Q 
we will say that fj is kiP-supported at infinity. 

Set Fj(z; [) = Fjp(z; 5) as in (1 1 ), K = kr + . . . + k, and, given a E Z$,, let ko(a) be _ 
the smallest non-negative integer such that 

e/(a) := (u + 1, ylf) + (K + ko(a))b/ - 1 2 0, WI 

for all b = 1,. . , r, where 1 denotes the vector (1,. . . , 1). Note that (12) is equivalent 

to requiring that (a + 1) E ((ko(a) + K)P)O. Define: 

S(n)=z”fig(~); Fo(+fip+ (13) 
I=1 P=l 

Let /I E A,+i(&) denote the ample divisor defined as in (2). In the notation of this 
section p = [C;=, b/D!] where Df is the T-invariant divisor associated to the one- 
dimensional cone spanned by II/. It is easy to check that dege = kj/?, degFo(a) = 

ko(a)~, deg~o(a) = (~(a)~K)~-~o = ~(~~(a),~,, . . . ,F,), and the rational form on XP 

Y, = 
Ho(a) Q 

Fe(a) . FI . . - fi, ’ 

where, as before, Q is the Euler form associated to the standard basis 51,. . . , &, restricts 

to $@ in U,,. 

Theorem 13. Let fi,. . . , fn E C[z,, . . . , zn] be kjP_sUpported at inJinity and suppose 

that the zero set {Fj = . . . = F,. = 0} c Xp is contained in U,,. Let a E Z;, and let - 
ko(a), Fe(a), and H(a) be as above. Then: 

(i) rfko(a)=O, i.e., ifa+ 1 E(KP)O, Rf”((a)=O. 

~oreo~~~r, fir ko(a) > 0, 
(ii) Rjd(a) is equai to the toric residue Res&Y(a)), where F = @‘o(a), . . . , F,). 

(iii) There exist homogeneous polynomials A, such that for any j = 1,. . . , n 

F; =Aoj fi i/ + 2 Aqzi. 
/=l j=I 

(iv) For any choice qf polynomials Ai,/ as in (iii), let 

A I= n bib’-’ ’ det((Aij)i,j=i ,,,,, a). 
P=I 
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Then, I$f(a) is the unique complex number such that H(a) E Rf(a) . A, module the 

ideal (Fo(a),F,, . . . ,F,). 

Proof. We note, first of all, that by assumption Fe(a), Fi, . . . F, do not vanish simul- 

taneously on Xp. Therefore, v d is finite since it coincides with the set of common 

zeroes in Xp of F, , . . . , F,, which is compact. Thus, it makes sense to consider the 

global residue R;+(a). 

The first assertion follows as in the proof of Corollary 5, while (ii) is a consequence 

of (i) in Theorem 1. If we assume now that ko(a) > 0, Fe(a), F,, . . . , F, all have ample 

degree and (iii) follows from the corresponding statement in Theorem 1. Alternatively, 

we may just observe that according to Assumption 5, the only term in Fj which contains 

none of the z-variables comes from the constant term in fj and is thus a multiple of 

I-I;=, i/“i”(. 

The final statement follows from the fact that, according to Theorem l(ii), the 

quotient SJ(Fo(a), . . . , Fnjp is one-dimensional and, by (iv) in Theorem 1, A is a poly- 

nomial of critical degree p and toric residue 1. 0 

Remark 14. Note that given polynomials fi, . . , fn E C[zl, . ,z,] which are kjP_ 

supported at infinity, the condition that the set of common zeroes in Xp, {F, = . = 

F, = 0}, be contained in U,,. is equivalent to the non-vanishing of all facet resultants 

RQ(f,, . , fn), relative to k,P,. . . , k,P, e = 1,. . . ,n. 

Theorem 13 implies the following algorithm for the computation of Rid(a). 

Algorithm 3. 

Input: An integral polytope P = {x E R&, : (x, 7~) 2 - b/, L’ = 1,. . . , r} of dimen- 

sion n, where yi,. . . , Q. are the primitive integer vectors in the inner normals to those 

facets of P which do not lie in the coordinate hyperplanes; polynomials fi, . . , J, 

satisfying (11) and such that Rq’(f~,...,f,)#O for all &=l,...,r; UEZ;~. _ 
Output: The global residue in C”, Rf(a). 

Step 1: Find a non-negative integer ko(a) such that a+ 1 E ((ko(a)+K)P)“, K = kl + 
. . + k,. Define Fe(a) E C[il,. . .,&.I as in (13). 

Step 2: Compute c(z, [) for j = 1,. , n. Choose any term order in the polynomial 

ring C[z, . . . , &] and compute a Griibner basis of I(ko(a)) := (Fo(a),Fl,. . ,F,). 

Step 3: Compute A as in (iv) of Theorem 13. 

Step 4: Compute the normal form of A and of H(a) modulo Z(ko(a)). Let xd be the 

least (relative to the chosen term order) monomial of critical degree not in I(ko(a)). 

Then, 

normalf(A) = c(A)xd; normalf(H(a)) = c(a)x’; c(A),c(a) E C. 

Step 5: The complex number c(A) # 0 and R?(a) = c(a)/c(A). 

Examples: (i) Let P = {x E R;, : -x1 - . . -x, > - l} be the standard simplex. Then 

Xp = P” and given ,f E C[zi, .T. ,z,], FP(z; [) is its usual homogenization. Any such f 
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is kP-supported at infinity, for k = deg(f). A family ft , . _ . , fn satisfies the assumption 
in Theorem 13 if and only if they do not intersect at infinity in the usual sense. 

{ii) Let w=(wi,..., wn) be an n-tuple of positive integers with no common fac- 
tors, and P, = {x E R$, : - ~1x1 - . . . - w,,x, > - W; W = n,“=, wj}; X,, = PI: is the 
weighted projective space with weights (1, WI,, , . , wn). For f E C[zi , . . . ,z,J, the poly- 
nomial FPbv(z; [) is its weighted homogenization. It is no longer true that an arbitrary 

f E %I, . . . ,z,] will be kP+,,-supported at infinity for some integer k; indeed, this will 
only happen if the weighted degree of f is a multiple of W. However, as it is clear 
from the proof of Theorem 13, this is only used to appeal to (ii) in Theorem 1 which, 
as noted in Remark 2, holds in greater generality for weighted projective space. Thus, 

we may apply Theorem 13 and Algorithm 3 to a family ft , . . . , fn which do not inter- 
sect at infinity in Pt, in the sense of [S, (1.3)J. 

It is convenient to introduce the following notation: Given an integral polytope P and 
m E Z” we will denote by P[m] the translated polytope {h + rn : ,u E P}. The following 
theorem expresses Theorem 13 purely in terms of C[zi, . . . ,z,]. 

Theorem 15. Let fi,. . . ,f,, f C[z,, . . . ,zn] be as in theorem 13 and write 

with aji(z) E C[Z~, . . . ,z,,] and d(aji) C (kjP)[-<iI. Let 6 I= det(q). 
(i) Given FEZ& there exists go(z) E C[ZI,. . . ,zn] ~~~~ ~(g~)~l] c (KY)0 and 

z” - Rj&(a) .6 3 go(z) (mod{ f,, . . . ,fn)), 

(ii) Let ko E Z20 be such that a + 1 E ((K + ks)P)“. Then Rf(a) E C is uniquely 
determined by the property that there exist 91,. . . , g,, E C[zt,. . . ,zn] with A(gj)[l] 

co~?tained in ((K + b - kj)P)” and 

Z'-~~(a).b=go+~gj.fj. 

j=l 
(14) 

proof. Suppose aji(z> = c_,(~,,) &,.P and let 51,. . . ,5, denote the stdard basis 

of R”. We set 

Aji(z; () = c lmZ” 

mwa,, 1 /=I 

The assumption on the Newton polyhedron of aji grantees that all exponents are 
positive and we have 
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and Aji(z; 1) = aji(z). Clearly, if d is as in Theorem 13, we have d(z; 1) =6(z). 
According to (iv) in Theorem 13 we may write 

Ho(u)-Z$@(U). A=GoF’o(a)+eGjFj. (15) 
j=l 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that Go is homogeneous of degree Kfi - Bo 
and Gj is homogeneous of degree (K + k@(a) - kj)B - be. Let gjfz) = Gi(z; I), then 
setting [==(l,..., 1) in (15) we have the identity (14). 

Suppose now that zmjv is a monomial of degree K/l - PO. Then the monomial 
z”+’ j”+’ has degree K/I and, therefore, for every 8 = 1,. . . ,r 

Consequently, (112 + 1, qf) + Kbe > 0, for all G = 1,. . . .r, and m + 1 E (I@)‘. This 
shows that d(go)[l] c (KP)' as asserted by (i). A similar argument yields the statement 

A(g c (W + ko - ~iW’. 
To complete the proof of (ii), suppose there exist c f C and pol~omials go,. . . , gn 

with A(gj)[l] c ((K + ko - ,$)I')" and such that 

za=C*d+gO+~gjfj- 

j=l 
(16) 

Set 

[@Us) = 
rI 
r $VPl. 

3 

I=1 d=l 

If in (16) we change zj ++ zj~(cl~V” and multipIy both sides of the equation by HI(Q) 
we obtain He(a) = CA + GoFo(a) + cJzi Gj f$, with 

where Kj=KS-ka--kj, j=O,..., n. Because of the assumptions on the Newton poly- 
hedra of the gj’s, the exponents of [I,. . . , i,. in the above expression are all non-negative 
and we may apply (iv) in Theorem 13 to conclude that c = Rf”. 0 

Theorem 15 has the following immediate consequence which should be seen as 
a converse of the Euler-Jacobi vanishing conditions. 

Corollary 16. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 13, let a E Z;,, be such that 
Rf(a) = 0. Then, za coincides, modulo the ideal (f,, . . . , fn) with a po&nomial whose 
Newton polyhedron is contained in the interior of (KP)[-I]. 
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It is easy to check that the polynomial 6 = det(aji) has Newton polyhedron contained 
in (KP)[-I]. We deduce that C[zl,. ..,z,J(fr,. . .,,fn) has a C-basis which consists 

of pol~omials with Newton polyhedra contained in (KP)[--I 1. More precisely: 

Corollary 17. Suppose the polynomials f,, . . . , fn satisfy the assumptions of 

Theorem 13. Then the ring C[z,, . . . ,z,‘j/( fi , . . . , fn) has u C-basis of the form 

j&h ~,...,h,),~~here~<(~~~,k~)n!v~l(P)~~dd(hj)~((iYP)[-l])“for~l~i=1,...,~. 

Proof. It follows from (14) that the quotient ring C[zt , . . . ,zJ( fi, . . . , .fi) has a ba- 
sis consisting of (the class of) 6 together with a suitable collection of monomials 

corresponding to points in (Kp)[-I]. 
The complex dimension of the quotient is less or equal than the mixed volume 

of the poIytopes d(fi ), . . . , d(fn), which is less or equal that the mixed volume of 
kl P,. . . ,k,P. Therefore, ?: < (nT=, ki)n!v~l(P). 0 

Note that, since as observed in the proof of Theorem 15, d(z; 1) = 6(z), the global 
residue in C” of the form 

is equal to 1. We can improve the choice of 6 to get a polynomial with similar pro- 
perties but fewer monomials. Given ft , . . . , Jn as in Theorem 15, fj = xmG:n(f;, uizm, 

j= l,...,??, let 

where C,? denotes the union of the facets of kjP not lying in the coordinate hyper- 
planes. As 0 $ C/F, we can fmd polynomials Rji, i, j = 1,. . . ,n 

Corollary 18. Let f,, . . . , fn satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 13 and let (Xii, for 

i,j= 1 , . . , ,n be as in (17). Assume, rn~r~o~er~ that each monomial in Oljizi is a mono- 
mial in fi”. De$ne 6” := det(aji), dz =dzi A. .. A dz,. Then: 

(i) The totat sum residues in C” of the form [am/(fi ... fn)]dz is equal to 1. 
(ii) All monomials appearing in 6” lie in (I@)[-11 - ((Kp)[-l])o. 

(iii) There exists a C-basis of the quotient ring C[z,, . . . ,z,,]/( fi,. . . , fn) of the 

form {&w,hlt...r hy}, where ~~h~)~(~~)[-l])~ for all i= I,...,?. 
(iv) Given any polynomiat q, let C,CI,. . . ) C, E C be such that q = c 7 S” + Cfz, citti 

in the quotient ring. Then the sum of resj~ues in C” of [q/(f, I . * &)I dz is equal to c. 

Proof. We have already observed that the Newton polyhedron of 6 is contained in 
(KP)[-I]. The polynomial 6” consists of exactly those terms that lie in the facets 
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of (KP)[-1) not contained in the translates of the coordinate h~e~l~es. Thus, the 
monomials in 6 - 6”” lie in ((KP)[- I J) and the first assertion follows from (i) in 
Theorem 13. The other statements follow immediately. Cl 

Remark 19. Let P be, as in the first example following Algorithm 3, the standard 

simplex and suppose fj(.q, . . . ,zn) =zT+’ + gi(zl ,. . .,z,) with deg(gj) < Yj, for any 

j = 1,. . . , n, or, with the previous notations, f;” =.z(11+l. In this case, 6” is just the 
monomial z’. We can then view Corollary 18 as an extension of Lemma 4.2 in [8] 
(see also [43). 
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